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I am an Ex Member of BVGC and have lived in Cabbage Tree Road for 30 years.

...

I protest strongly against the Waterbrook / Bayview Golf Club DA2017/1274 on the
following grounds Traffic and Locality Impacts:
irom_traffic counters don't tell the true story. One has to live in CTRd when it can
take 3-4 dangerous minutes to even enter or leave your own dnveway, is-to-know-the
Historical.. . Refusal
The Barkala estate project adjoining the western most point of the BGC , in its application
to Council for access to be granted from and to Cabbage Tree Road via an existing
corridor, WAS REFUSED. The grounds concerned safety exiting at Cabbage Tree Road.
The Barkala estate site was just 20 separate housing blocks.
This refused access point is still located immediately beside the proposed roundabout.
By comparison Waterbrook plans for 186 parking spaces plus daily commercial traffic.
Current Traffic:
Cabbage Tree Road (CTRd) is designated a "collector road".
Traffic volumes have increased to the extent local residents refer to CTRd as the third lane
of Mona Vale Road. In peak periods traffic can be stationary, queued up the hill.
NSW State Government is planning a new sub division in the Duffy Forest area for 3400
new homes just 5k from CTRd. The impact on CTRd as a by-pass road will be significant.
As a property owner fronting Cabbage Tree Road for 30 years we are well aware of the
immense change in traffic flow which grow worse with volume and noise each passing
month.
An existing roundabout located 300m south of the proposed entrance to the Waterbrook
site is already an extremely dangerous intersection, the scene of about 4 motor accidents
per year. A blind entrance to this hazard has created a predictable future fatality.
Waterbrooks Ridiculously Dangerous Roundabout:
The high crest of a rise in CTRd, just 60m to the south cif the proposed entrance of the
development, creates a highly dangerous blind approach over that crest from the south
towards the Waterbrook roundabout entrance.

This is a significantly dangerous situation for two reasons; 1. Vehicles entering or leaving
the Waterbrook site have restricted visibility to the south approaching traffic 2. Vehicles
from the southern approach queued at the roundabout and being unseen until cresting
over the hill.
Councils original refusal to the Barkala Estate was the correct decision. Now with ten
times the traffic and increasing annually it is imperative that SEPP55 lives be not put in
danger and the development be REFUSED on the grounds of being an
EXTREMELY DANGEROUS ROUNDABOUT

John Cockbill
Cabbage Tree Rd
Bayview
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